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Growing Up & Passing On
The vegetable growing season may be wrapping up but it is still a busy here. The farm has
undergone a lot of growth in the last 11 years. I spent 5 years renting land from Chris at
Great Oak Farm before moving to my current location. In the last 6 years I have built two
hoop houses, converted the garage into a packing shed, ditched the fields, amended the
soil, and built the farm from a summer side project to a full-time job. However, with all that
growth I have outgrown some of my facilities and it’s time to take out the old, bring in the
new - and pass along some of the things I’ve outgrown to the next set of budding farmers.
The first in my list of fall projects was building a new green house for starting plants in the
spring. The new green house (just about complete in the picture), is 5x the size of the one
I got from Great Oak Farm 6 years ago when Chris upgraded to a bigger greenhouse.

It will feature a double layer of inflated plastic, roll up sides for ventilation, a propane heater, and
drive in access. Chris’s old greenhouse has been taken down and will be getting a make over
this fall and finding new life at my friends Carly and Tyler’s farm, Will O’ the Winds.
Also, on my list of fall projects is taking down the old beef barn. It has had a good life but the
walls have slipped off the foundation and it‘s starting to sag in the middle. But don’t fear, this
barn will be getting new life as well. Much of the wood is still good, safe under what appears to
be about 5 layers of shingles. The wood will be salvaged and will head to your friendly Chequamegon Bay delivery driver, Laura’s farm, to be used in a variety of building projects.
My final project, which is perhaps the most exciting one for me, is erecting an 8 foot deer fence
around my vegetable fields. No longer will I need to sleep outside and cover my vegetables to
keep marauding deer out. After waiting a whole summer for the fencing to arrive, the project
began this Monday and hopefully will be compete by the end of the week.
Thank you all for a great summer, and I hope you all enjoy the greens from Northcroft Farm in
your boxes this week.

-Brian
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